Budapest: The Complete Insiders Guide for Women Traveling to
Budapest (Travel Hungary Europe Guidebook) (Europe Hungary General
Short Reads Travel)
Learn the Ins and Outs of Traveling to
Budapest from an Expert - Erica Stewart
**** The Insiders Guide for Women
Traveling to this Amazing City! ****
Brimming with insider knowledge, helpful
tips and recommendations to off-the-beaten
path attractions, this travel guide helps you
discern the good from the bad and the
worthy from the overrated. From
sightseeing to shopping, clubbing and, of
course, feasting like a true local, let the
author
guide
you
through
the
overwhelming maze of options this
magical city has to offer.
Are you a
female adventurer? Then hop on board and
travel with us as focus on answering your
most ardent questions; well calm your fears
and highlight all you must know before
you go, as well as provide you with all the
sources youll need before and during your
unforgettable vacation. The Pearl of the
Danube is one of the most enticing
destinations in all of Europe. After decades
spent trapped and isolated under the rule of
an oppressive dictatorship, Budapest, the
capital of Hungary, is resurrecting from the
rubble and establishing itself as one of the
most vibrant capitals in the whole
continent. With a mesmerizing mix of old
and new, avant-garde and traditional,
Budapest offers visitors a Pandora s Box of
unique experiences, exotic tastes and
awe-inspiring sights. This is an ideal
vacation spot for anyone who wants to
explore the more off-the-beaten-path
corner of Europe and is particularly suited
to female adventurers, who are searching
for an exotic place to explore yet with the
added bonus of knowing theyre in one of
the worlds safest capital cities. Want some
guidance as you navigate your way through
Budapests maze of historical landmarks,
cultural experiences, delectable culinary
treats and infinite shopping sprees? Then
youve picked up the right guide-book! This
Guide for Women is your ideal guide and
your best travel-BFF when planning an
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unforgettable holiday in this most
interesting city. Well help you plan your
itinerary, point in the right direction, help
you avoid tourism scams and keep you
abreast of all that is hot and happening in
this effervescent city. Devour it before you
leave home and dont forget to pack it in
your hand-luggage! We will guide you
through Budapest, every step of the way.
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